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[CAPTIONER ON STANDBY] 

>>DEAN KARLA DAVIS-JAMISON:  Good afternoon, everyone.  We are going to take a few 

minutes to just let everyone Inter-the webinar.  And we'll get started in just a few seconds here.  

So if you just hold tight, we'll get started in a few. 

[PAUSE] 

For those of you joining in, we are just waiting for a bit here to allow everyone to get in and 

we'll be starting momentarily. 

[PAUSE] 

Okay.  We are going to get started.  Welcome, everyone, to today's Admitted Student Open 

House event.  My name is Karla Davis-Jamison.  I am the Assistant Dean for Enrollment 

Management hear at Stetson College of Law.  I am joined this afternoon by Darren Kettles and 

Carmen Johnson.  On behalf of our entire Admissions and Student Financial Planning Team I 

want to thank you for joining us for today's event.  Our topic for today focuses on clinics and 

externships at Stetson Law.  As you may know, we are one of the few law schools across the 

country who guarantee every student can participate in a clinic or externship during their time 

in law school.  Our Office of Clinical and Experiential Education assists students in gaining 

practical skills and training through over 150 externships and opportunities.  We know that 

having the opportunity to gain practical skills training is important as you make your law school 

decision.  We hope you find to today's webinar helpful and informative.   

Our panel today includes two of our amazing staff and faculty Professor Christine Cerniglia and 

Ryan Hoyle are joining us, as well as two of our current students, Matt Allen and Destiny Rawls.  

I am going to provide a brief intro for each of them and let them do additional introductions 

once they begin.   

So to start, Professor Christine Cerniglia is an associate professor of law here at Stetson, and 

she serves as Director of Clinical and Experiential Education.  "Professor C," as she is commonly 

called, graduated from Loyola College of Law and after law school practiced maritime law in 

New Orleans, Louisiana.  And served as a staff attorney at the 6th Judicial Circuit in Florida.  Her 

teaching experience includes teaching at Atlanta's John Marshall School of Law, Loyola New 



Orleans College of Law and Stetson University College of Law.  In her current role she is 

dedicated to building upon the long history of clinical training here at Stetson. 

Ryan Hoyle is Assistant Director of Clinical and Experiential Education, graduated from Florida 

State University College of Law.  And then practiced as an insurance defense associate in the 

Tampa Bay area before joining Stetson Law.  In his current role, Ryan is committed to providing 

students with the skills training that they need to be successful lawyers.   

Our two students, as I said, Matt Allen and Destiny Rawls.  Matt is a 3L student graduated from 

the University of South Florida with a degree in international studies.  And Destiny is also a 3L 

student, graduated from Florida Gulf Coast University with a degree in criminal justice.   

A quick note before our panel officially begins.  If you have questions as you are listening to the 

panelists, we ask that you post your questions in the questions feature.  And we will reserve 

plenty of time after the presentation to take all of your questions.   

At this time, I want to hand things over to Ryan. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Thank you very much, Dean Davis, for that wonderful introduction.  It is so 

great to welcome you all to the Clinical and Experiential Education Open House.  We are very 

excited to meet with you and connect with you and -- as you will hear from Matt and Destiny -- 

the department is -- it is a learning and sharing community.  That is the way we like to think of 

ourselves.  You will hear that throughout our presentation.  We hope to connect with you, not 

only today, but over the next three years at Stetson.   

Before we started, we touch briefly on the idea that law school is hard.  And then we 

immediately transitioned into:  But that hard comings with a great payoff.  Such an amazing 

reward at the outcome, that everything is worth it and the experiences here are fantastic.   

And to introduce us -- to start introducing us to the experiences, I'd like to introduce Professor 

Cerniglia. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Hi, everybody.  It is great to be here, although we wish we were 

here on campus.  Our campus is relatively vibrant, just socially distancing.  But we are excited 

about the return to somewhat with normalcy soon.   

I want to show off our campus a little bit.  This is where most of our moments of really coming 

together as a community happen.  Our campus is absolutely gorgeous, as you know.  A lot of 

our experiences are off campus.  I will tell you that really the philosophy behind clinics and 

externships are pushing you away from this campus and bringing you back on campus in the 

classroom setting to digest and think about your experience that you just had in a Real World 

context.  We are going to showcase some of that to you today and doing broad overviews.  We 

love taking deep dives into the content of each one of these experiences, but time probably 

won't allow for that today.  Of course don't hesitate to reach out to us.   



Essentially what we want to make sure is that you feel comfortable with our department and 

understanding how we operate and the constructs of our curriculum.  The Department of 

Clinical and Experiential Education is a long academic title.  There is reasons why it is long.  

"Clinics" mean something, and we are going to explain that to you.  When we talk about clinical 

education, there are really parameters around it dictated to us by the Florida Supreme Court, as 

well as the American Bar Association and other reporting agencies that we have to make sure 

that we are in compliance with.  Equally we have a long history.  One of the first law schools in 

Florida, for sure, for clinical education and probably one of the first to really have such practical 

training and experience right here on our campus.  We take great pride in our clinics and 

externships.  And the term "experiential" we are going to explain more.   

Before I do that, I want you to feel that we work in tandem as a team.  Not just Ryan and I that 

work as a team, we feel the team environment is important with our students.  We operate 

many times as a team to problem solve and everything else.  I want to give space for that, to 

make sure that we are introducing the students properly, but so you understand the context of 

their experiences.  So I will stop there to see if Ryan wants to share anything else and make sure 

that the students Destiny and Matt give space to them. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Thank you, Professor.  As Dean Davis mentioned in the introduction, I went to 

Florida State Law.  However my wife is a proud Stetson alum.  Graduated in 2015.  I had the 

opportunity to see firsthand the amazing journey that you will be able to embark on this 

upcoming fall.  As Professor noted, the key point of our clinical and experiential education 

community is the students and community as a whole.   

And you were introduced briefly to Matt and Destiny at the beginning, but I want them to take 

an opportunity to explore and detail the experiences they have had.  Matt, if you don't mind 

sharing some of the courses and externships and clinics you have participated in. 

>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  Thank you, Ryan.  When I came to Stetson in 2018, it was in large part 

because I had done my research and saw the breadth and depth and width of the experiential 

program they had here.  I decided I want to make sure that I grab benefit of that, and I think I 

have done that.  So my 1L summer I did an individual externship with a public defender's office 

down in Fort Myers.  In my 2L year my federal litigation externship in Tampa.  And that summer 

-- my 2L summer, the Veteran's Advocacy Clinic.  And the past year 3L, as a certified legal 

intern.  I was able to do the Child Advocacy Clinic in the fall.  And I am currently in the public 

defender's clinic here in the spring.  As I go out the door to graduate I will have had the full year 

of advocacy clinics. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  That's a lot.  Let's be honest.  Matt is one of the students that we 

know we are going to be talking to and engaging with.  Destiny equally has engaged our 

curriculum in a way that we are always excited about.  Destiny, I don't know if you want to give 

an overview of your experience as well -- another student totally pushing the limits on our 

curriculum. 



>>DESTINY RAWLS:  Yes, I will.  Clinics and externships were also one of the the reasons I chose 

Stetson.  I saw a lot I was interested in.  I am two different ones right now.  The past fall 

Conviction Review Unit with the Prosecutor's Unit in Tampa.  That was interesting.  We got to 

do something completely different from what you think of prosecution.  Went through 

hundreds of pages of trial transcript to see if they could be innocent.  Unfortunately the cases I 

was assigned there were none.  But they did have one early last semester when we were first 

getting started that was innocent, and he got released.  So that was lovely.   

Right now I am in the Civil Legal Services Clinic, which I am enjoying, in the Domestic Violence 

Unit.  In that role I get to talk to clients, doing intake.  We go through a list of questions get 

their story and see how we can help them.  I am also currently in the Compassionate Release 

Program.  That's a new role.  A one credit practicum class.  That one is interesting.  We are 

working on appellate brief for someone who is currently incarcerated, and he has health 

conditions that make him more susceptible to COVID.  Our appellate brief is geared towards 

trying to get him early release so he can come on on supervised release and lessen the chances 

of catching COVID. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Awesome.  As you can see we have an expansion of courses that 

students tap into.  Some innovative like the Compassionate Release practicum course, which 

we are super-proud of.  All of the courses are structured around the cycle of experiential 

education.  Many of you in the undergrad experiences may have already done internships or 

externships, but essentially we push you off campus.  We want you to gain Real World 

experience and pull you back on campus in some way to really sit and think about what you just 

experienced.  And then we want to help you.  We want to guide you to reconceptualize how 

you just performed or thinking and analyzing systems of justice and the interplay between laws, 

the impact upon people and how we can better design systems of justice.  We like to think big 

and think about solutions in the law as lawyers and as leaders in our community.  We have such 

a place of privilege.  Then push you back on campus to do it all over again.  Right?   

It is exhausting.  I will tell you.  You can see many times students feel the stress and tension of 

real responsibility of client representation.  And we want to be here to catch you during those 

moments, but also want to push you as well.  It is a fierce curriculum, but also a lot of fun.  

There is a lot of growth that happens.  Again experiential education on our campus 

encompasses a lot of these types of courses.  You have heard Matt and Destiny highlight many 

of them.  Clinics is reserved for those courses it is a full immersive experience.  You are an 

attorney -- you are a student attorney that's approved by the Florida Supreme Court or 

whatever jurisdiction the clinic operates in, and you represent a client.  So you feel the weight 

and the responsibility of meeting with client of that emotional impact of counseling, of 

appearing in court, of really responding to the judge.  Externships are equally valuable 

experiences.   

Again another academic course that's structured where you have a faculty advisor, and then 

out in the field you have a field placement supervisor.  And you are learning a specific area of 



law, you are learning about an area of practice.  And really structured experiences that pull you 

back on campus through reflection or meeting with your coach, who is a faculty, sometimes 

guide on the side, structured.   

And then the practicum courses, which Destiny just talked about, are innovative courses.  The 

whole class is working on a real case together.  You are studying a very specific area of law.  But 

we pulled in in partnership with the community partner, something that is a concrete case that 

you are working on.  Ultimately the community partner takes full responsibility, but it is 

fantastic for them to have a whole bunch of law students engaged, doing the research.  And it is 

great to feel the impact that their work and effort is having a true impact upon somebody's life.   

And then I can't begin to tell you how many simulation courses we have on our campus.  We 

are kind of known for this.  We are No.1 in trial advocacy.  Many, many of our courses have 

practical experiences engrained in.  Other law schools struggled when there was a new 

requirement in 2015 for experiential education.  We did not.  (LAUGHING).  We already had 

those built in.  What was called "skills courses." Very historic to our curriculum.  Do not be 

surprised if you have professors in these courses say:  "Your turn to perform.  Let's go."   

After this presentation, I teach a client interview and counseling course.  It is all simulation 

based.  Literally analyzing factual scenarios and simulating those.  We have a ton of those.  

Those are considered experiential courses.   

We again -- I want to highlight our history here.  This is one slide has a lot of collage going on.  I 

want to the tell you that we have a deep history in our community and in our sate of clinical 

education, and we are very proud of that.  We have lost two significant leaders in this field this 

year, so we wanted to make sure to collage their photos.  Judge Jagger helped found a lot of 

our clinics -- particularly the Public Defender's Clinic -- and served on the bench for many, many 

years.  Then Mr. McKay was a prosecutor, the State's Attorney for over 30 years.  A deep, deep 

history of being right here on our campus.  We take great pride in the fact that he would come 

to campus and share his time.  And many times lead prosecutors don't necessarily have a lot of 

time.  So that classroom structure really has been in place on campus.  After students are out in 

the field they come back in the classroom and get to sit with really experienced clinical 

professors, attorneys and talk about:  How do I do this different?  How the can I try this in 

another way?   

We take great pride on that history.  There is another collage.  I am going to stop and pull Matt 

in.  Our Public Defender's Clinic is the oldest in the state, but one of the oldest in the country.  

This collage or this picture are badges that are given to you when you are a Public Defense 

Clinic student.  And many of them when you finish your clinic, you have to turn your badge back 

in, and it is posted on this wall in the public defender's office.  It is kind of a rite of passage.  But 

you can go back 40, 50 years and see old pictures of all of the clinical decision students.  Matt, 

do you remember seeing the wall for the first time when you were a PD student? 



>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  I have been with this specific office and I walk by this wall several days a 

week at the beginning of the school year with the Juvenile Advocacy Clinic.  What I remember 

about it and what I like about that wall is as you get to the 3L year and you have all of the legal 

knowledge in your head.  For me, you start worrying:  Do I have the requisite knowledge?  Do I 

have the requisite skill to make that next step to become an attorney to start defending 

people?  That wall is a nice reminder that there is a -- they have been doing this for a long time.  

And there is a whole litany and history of people that have come before me who have done this 

and practicing attorneys and I will be able to do it too.  Sometimes you get that imposter 

syndrome in the back of your head and wonder if you have it.  Trust in the system and know 

that these professors and these attorneys and these clinics have been doing this and they have 

helped people just like myself beforehand and they are off now doing practicing.  For therapies 

that was an important kind of:  Yep, I can do it.  It has been done before.  I am going to be part 

of it. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  That is a cool explanation.  Thanks for that, y'all.  I like that moment.  

The next -- oops.  Going in the wrong direction.  The next thing.  Passing to Ryan to really 

encourage you to learn more about our clinics.  Go for it, Ryan. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Thank you, Professor.  Going back to Matt, the first second -- I remember 

when I first saw the wall.  It is an entire hallway it stretches.  It is that is one of the impactful 

things for me.  How many clinic students there have been in the public defender's? 

>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  It wraps under the building now. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  It does?  You have to turn to see the entire history which, is pretty meaningful.  

Thanks for that update.  I didn't know that.   

When you -- what you heard from both Matt and Destiny as they introduced themselves and 

talked about why Stetson and what drew them here is the knowledge that our clinical and 

experiential courses -- as Professor Cerniglia noted -- give you that foundation to set out and 

practice and be practice ready.  How do you start exploring that?  Our webpage is a great space 

to start.  You will see we have the traditional hamburger menu on the left-hand side that details 

not only to apply when you are ready, but goes through the course opportunities.  We'll talk in 

depth about each of the experiential courses that we offer, the prerequisites, the substantive 

experience, how to apply, and how to participate in the requirements once you are in the 

experience.  We also have a series of FAQs.  We provide opportunities to contact us and 

returning to the idea that your community is a shared space.  We offer you an opportunity to 

share your stories with us throughout the year.  So submit to us what have you be working on 

and what are the highlights?  We take those stories and highlight them.  You can connect with 

us through the social media.  We have a clinical ed Facebook page that we encourage you to 

connect with us on right now.  You will see the link right here.  And throughout the semester 

we offer opportunities for current students -- prior participants and our future students to 

gather in place this upcoming Friday or tomorrow we have a snack and share.  Right?  Grab a 



snack, join us talk about your experiences, ask questions for those of you thinking about 

participating of current participants.   

Destiny and Matt what are you seeing in your current opportunities?  Take advantage of those?  

How did you structure your time and participate and get the reflective element that Professor 

Cerniglia talked about being the hallmark of experiential education?  We are the community 

and we provide the space to grow on campus.  Boiling down, Professor Cerniglia and I both 

equally want to meet you directly.  So if you -- Professor, if you move to the next slide. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I want to interject a little bit.  That snack and share -- if I can go back 

to this, this was an impromptu thing that we want to do this week.  Everybody is feeling the 

weight and stress of trying the to get through the semester.  Everybody wanted to come 

together as a community.  And -- 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  It was student prompted, right? 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Totally.  That is what we do.  Matt and Destiny, when COVID hit we 

said:  How are we going to share space in the virtual setting?  We set up coffee talks and happy 

hours.  I want to hear about the experiences they are having and how the law is being shaped 

right now because of the pandemic.   

I want to stop and get your voice -- Destiny or Matt, if you want to the chime in how that 

community feels for you as a student.  Go for it, y'all.  Don't be shy.  

>>DESTINY RAWLS:  Did you want to go first, Matt? 

>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  After you. 

>>DESTINY RAWLS:  It is definitely helpful to know that you are not the only one that is 

struggling and tired.  We end up talking about how tired we are a lot in these types of events 

(LAUGHING).  It's nice to know that you are not alone and that everybody is having similar 

experiences.  But we are still getting through it. 

>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  100% echo that.  It has been a unique situation for everybody on the 

webinar -- the professors, perspective students -- everything we are doing, the taking away that 

for me -- I am a second career person.  I was choosing the career of law because I wanted that 

personal interaction with my future clients.  It's been an adjustment.  Everything now is behind 

the screen.  This ability to still be able to come back and connect with my peers, like Destiny 

and Professor Cerniglia and others.  It is not what we want specifically, but helps.  It helps to 

voice the things that we have been experiencing and know that we are not the only ones seeing 

and experiencing those things and get feedback from others.  Definitely a strange time. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  It is cool -- I have to say this too and stop.  Our enrollment for clinics 

and externship has gone up.  That is not the case at other schools.  That is an incredible salute 

to the community partners, too, totally committed to mentor our students.  That is a cool 



moment for us.  Okay.  Of course we love our community.  And Ryan, I will give this back to you.  

We have an open door policy that we fiercely believe in. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  That's true, Professor.  While we love our community, we work with you 

individually.  When you mention the idea that our enrollment is up, it's a testament to our 

community partners and a testament to the fact when you contact us, we are working you 

directly.  You enter as part of a community, but with your specific and individual goals and 

desires in mind.  You will see on the PowerPoint there's a blown-up shot of a planning 

document.  That is something we can and do work with each student that we meet with that 

allows you to process through and plan out the several experiences that you might want to 

have doing clinics and externships.   

You heard the students.  They participated multiple semesters that requires forethought and 

planning.  We are here to help guide you along with that so you can meet your personal and 

professional goals.  The specifics that we do plan, the specific courses and specific internships 

and clinics we talk about.  Professor Cerniglia has more details on.  

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  This is why we plan and have to meet you individually.  If you look at 

this wall of opportunity -- there's just so many of them.  It is overwhelming for students many 

times.  We don't know which one to choose.  We are not quite sure.  We have to backtrack and 

see what you are passionate about, what you are still exploring, what you might be interested 

in and we want to build and push you.   

Destiny and Matt, we have had conversations multiple times:  Where are you going?  What is 

next?  I don't know if you want to touch on the fact that that guidance helped shape some of 

your next steps and how that helps ultimately, it is your decision on what you want to choose 

as you can see.  Anybody want to chime in here, Destiny or Matt?  That guide on the side 

approach helps you. 

>>DESTINY RAWLS:  I will go.  You definitely helped me getting into the next thing.  Last 

semester, around mid-semester, I wasn't quite sure what I wanted to do next.  And you 

definitely helped me.  And I ended up going into the Civil Legal Clinic, because I hadn't taken 

trial ed.  That was a pre-req.  I couldn't get into one of the criminal clinics that I original wanted.  

Make sure that you take that as soon as possible if you want to take one of the criminal clinics.  

Trial ed is a requirement.  But I ended up getting some criminal experience with the practicum 

that wasn't a clinic.  Worked out great. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  That is a perfect example.  You are in the trench.  Let's talk about 

civil litigation.  When you look at this wall of opportunities, obviously our clinics have gone 

through some incredible transitioning and transformation because of the pandemic.  So jury 

trials have stopped.  Just slowly started again.  Many of our students like to go observe court.  

We had to switch to visual observation in a Zoom room.  In Zoom Court now.  Reconstruct the 

clinics in a little bit of ways, but still very present.  I want to talk about this substantively.  I want 

to get serious here.  There are areas of law being transformed and reshaping because of real 



fact issues that are happening in the pandemic.  So think about our local government.  Our 

Local Government Clinic, the students were researching mask ordinances, trying to figure out 

what is the jurisdiction of the municipal ordinance of mask and how is it enforceable?  Again, I 

can't tell you how students in the clinics are cutting-edge knowledge on the topics that are 

evolving through case law or through brand new statutes being proposed because of the 

pandemic.  I am going to highlight many of the clinics, but show the externships are ripe as well. 

A lot of different selection processes here.  And many of these externships have been around 

for a long time.  And starting to develop our practicum courses.  I teach a disaster law primer.  

In that particular course the students are drafting a FEMA appeal.  We live in a hurricane-prone 

environment.  We want practitioners when you graduate to feel comfortable filing FEMA 

appeals and handling disaster claims.  I want to keep moving.  I want to make sure that we talk 

about this.  Many times the question when you have the election process how many can I do 

and how do I plan and how does it it fit many my schedule? 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  That is a common question:  How do clinics and externships fit within the 

schedule?  You have heard from Matt and Destiny, who have done several.  So I hope the take 

away is it is possible to do at a minimum one and ultimately many more.  Each credit hour your 

participate in a clinic or externship requires that you complete 42.5 hours of work.  You see the 

table break down on the slide showing how many credit hours you can earn, the total field 

hours you need to complete for those credit hours and then on average how that breaks down 

each week over the course of a semester.  Classes -- clinics and externships start at the start of 

classes and end at the last day of classes.  We want to give you space and respect for studying 

for finals.  No final exam with a clinic or externship.   

Destiny, you touched on this.  And can you talk to us about how you have kind of incorporated 

experiential education into your larger schedule at Stetson in terms of time management and 

commitment? 

>>DESTINY RAWLS:  Uh-huh.  I set up a schedule at the beginning of the semester.  And set 

aside certain days for my clinic.  Like right now I am working about four days a week at my 

clinic.  I have one day I am the almost the full day and the other days a few hours.  My 

supervisor is flexible as far as if I need to switch up.  But I set my schedule up pretty well so I 

haven't had to make many changes to it over the course of the semester.  And the practicum is 

more flexible.  We only had three class meetings.  So pretty much everything else is on your 

own time.  I make sure to make time to add that work in there as well. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  That's great. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  If I can interject, the design -- I want to give you a little bit of 

background how we design this and why we design it the way we do.  We put in -- students 

have to submit time sheets.  We also allow a lot of flexibility.  We want to see how the students 

operate on their own and handling their calendar and time management and communicating 

with the field placement supervisor and planning the semester out to make sure that they 



complete their hours in a proper time.  I will tell you Matt and Destiny no problems 

(LAUGHING).  Great students self-diligent and self-directed.  Other students have things on 

their plate.  We don't fault them for that.  But sometimes it is hard to juggle and try if to figure 

out how to manage this.  We think it is an important learning moment before you get out into 

practice to watch -- we are watching you -- and so when students aren't submitting their time 

sheets or not performing the way that we want them to perform, that's where we kind of step 

in and say:  Hey, let Ooh es talk.  Let me show you some tools.  Let me help you with this.  And 

that helps you before you get out in practical which all of the things that I just mentioned are 

critical.  They are critical in practice.  And it is a friendly way to help you learn to become a 

practitioner.  No other way to say that, right?   

Ryan, I don't know if you have anything else you want to add.  

>>RYAN HOYLE:  What I was going to build on, that is something something that you build into 

the classroom component.  Going back to reflective process of practice that you introduced as 

the element of experiential education.  Early on instructing the students in your class on the bill 

able hour and keeping time.  And student haves the semester to work through the process and 

build that professionalism into their time keeping practice. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Yeah.  And everybody does it different.  Matt, I don't know if you 

want to comment on this you were a second career attorney.  You have your kind of schedule.  

Understand how to manage your schedule.  Some students don't necessarily have that.  I don't 

know if you want to comment on this. 

>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  I would say what is different about the clinical experience is that you have 

to manage your time on three axes.  And that you have your own, what do I need for time?  

What does the school require me for time for the classes and etc.  And what does the 

placement office need for time?  You have to be able to balance those three.  It takes research 

and fore thought before you get into the clinic what you need to get things done and the school 

and what is the placement office.  Where I am at Tuesday and Wednesdays because Those are 

the heavy court days and they need me.  I had to move things around in my life and schedule to 

make sure that all of the three pieces fit together.  More outside of yourself and the school 

adding one more layer to it. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Let's keep moving if we may and talk about clinics.  If we can.  

There's a hard right turn there.  I want to start taking a deep dive into the subject and content 

area.  Ryan, I can't remember if I am covering this or you are. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Have at it if -- 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I will go for it.  We use the term "CLI" on our campus for clinic 

students.  That's a term dictated by the Florida Law Supreme Court.  You become a certify legal 

intern and we send your name off to the Florida Supreme Court and you are practicing for that 

semester.  You are officially an attorney on the Florida Supreme Court Bar role for many of our 



clinics.  There are two clinics that that doesn't apply to:  Veteran's Clinic, that's a federal 

practice; and Immigration Clinic, another federal.  You should just know that the Florida 

Supreme Court is now monitoring you when you are in a clinical experience.  It feels very real.  

Again, I think I have covered a lot of of the structure around clinics.  But I want to talk about the 

prerequisites.  So Ryan, I will hand that one off to you.  There are practical aspects about the 

prerequisites. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Thank you, Professor.  We heard Destiny touch on this, the idea there are 

courses that have foundational building blocks in terms of substantive law that you need to 

develop so that when you enter the externship or clinic you have a foundational structure to 

participate productively and professionally in that experience.  So how do you become a CLI?  

How do you participate in particular externships?  The idea behind the prerequisite is you are 

building that foundation.  Our CLI clinics, at a minimum, require four semesters and 48 credit 

hours.  That is a Supreme Court overseen standard or -- grounds you in ethical practice when 

you are participating in client intake or appearing in the courtroom with a defendant.  Many of 

our clinics require additional course work, including trial advocacy, evidence, upper-level 

criminal procedure.  Several of the externships require foundational building block courses that 

ground you in the substantive law that you will receive.  Professor, I think at this point we are 

going to take a deeper dive into the clinics themselves. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I want to point this out.  A lot of the other law schools don't have 

this many prerequisites.  We do this on purpose and get push back from the students I am 

ready to get into a clinic.  I don't want to take the prerequisites.  I tell the students we want you 

to understand what is happening in the experience before we place you there and we want you 

to be able to perform on your feet because you know the concepts of the law and able to 

respond to the judge properly and in a defensive and evidentiary objection.  We have a 

curriculum that prepares you for the clinical experience and take great pride in that.  Many 

times out in community I have judges and lawyers pull me aside and say your Stetson students 

stand out.  We know why we require a lot.  It is a really smart curriculum in that sense. 

Okay.  I am going to move and take a deeper dive into the clinics.  Matt highlighted a lot of the 

Criminal Defense Clinic.  The Child Advocacy Clinic is housed in the PD's office.  We like to 

consider our clinics field clinics.  Out in the field.  Our Professor is adjunct professor who 

practices in the day.  We have two.  They have been both before practicing for over 20 years.  

One was a clinical student herself.  Certified to handle death penalty cases.  Extensive amount 

of experience.  Then we know that those clinics -- Prosecution and Defense Clinics are heavy 

hitting that need a lot of supervision because there is a lot of trial work.  We have two clinical 

professors overseeing.  The Child Advocacy Clinic traditionally only takes three students a 

semester.  We require students to think about their passion point for juvenile law, the students 

are handling dependency and delinquency cases.  They need a lawyer themselves.  What I love 

about this clinic, many of the attorneys have a longstanding relationship with these children.  

And the children many times are viewing the system with distrust.  The attorney becomes that 



contact, continuous contact in their life to help them, not only through procedural issues, but 

also that relationship aspect.  Matt, I know you are in the clinic.  I don't know if you want to say 

anything about these two clinics. 

>>MATTHEW ALLEN:  Absolutely.  Yeah.  In the fall I worked with Professor Riceberg in the 

Juvenile Clinic and (INDISCERNIBLE) who is here in the Public Defense Clinic talking about 

amazing assets and advocates for us.  They really do their best to get us in front of as much as 

possible judges and getting to speak and to advocate for our clients.  The public -- for the 

juvenile law clinic it was eye opening.  Something that I think I am very much interested in 

doing in the future.  What is interesting about that clinic, delinquency spans -- attorneys have to 

be well versed on the delinquency side and with that the criminality this these kids can be part 

of.  They get a breadth of experience in that clinic. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Great.  I am going to keep moving.  Our Prosecution Clinic.  We have 

two, one in the 6th Circuit.  The most historic and another in the 13th.  Both operate differently 

because of the State Attorneys that are involved.  Many times the State Head Attorneys are a 

different philosophy on how to prosecute cases, but structured in a way that all of the students 

get trial experience.  Even in the pandemic students have been working on real cases in the 

prosecution clinics although trials have not been going forward.  What is beautiful about this 

clinic, you get to slow down long enough in the classroom and really talk about how you are 

going to prosecute the case.  What we are thinking about in the theoretical case of prosecuting 

cases and that element of prosecutorial discretion, how powerful that is, discussing theory.  We 

have the coroner come in and go over an autopsy report, so they learn from a medical 

examiner how to analyze an autopsy report, which is very important to understand a bullet 

wound entry and exit point.  Those are important aspects and ballistics.  That is a Prosecution 

Clinic.  Lots of experience there.   

The Veteran's Clinic is -- very proud about it.  No other way to say it.  The only live client clinic.  

Housed in a brand new building with veterans in mind.  Everyone who works in the clinic -- 

Professor Simcox is a veteran.  They speak the acronyms.  I am an Army brat.  I totally know it.  

A lot of need for trust building with veterans.  Many of our veteran clients suffer from PTSD.  

And so there's low light design in this building.  So it feels not so hard on the brain or the eyes.  

And then it is just a beautiful clinic.  The outreach they do in community is incredible.  Many of 

the veterans across the country have disability claims that have been denied by the veteran's 

administration.  They are appealing that denial many times and fighting on behalf of the 

veteran to get proper benefits.  The awards that are coming out because of the fight are 

incredible.  And it is just beautiful to see every time I go into that space you can see all of the 

students working on -- feels like a law firm.  There is no other way to say it.  All of the skills are 

transferable even if you are not going to do veteran's work, you are understanding how a law 

firm operates and equally understanding administrative practice:  There are a lot of different 

elements that are transferable skills even if you don't see your lifetime of practice in veteran's 

work.  It is fostering this pro bono activity.  Many of you might say:  I would take one or two pro 



bono cases, even if you are in private practice that would serve veterans are.  We are deeply 

proud of our veteran's clinic.  Professor Simcox is nationally recognized and committed to work 

on policy issues for veterans.  Feel free to reach autopsy report to her or the clinic if you have 

any questions. 

Our Local Government Clinic.  Another great clinic.  Jeneen Williams is the adjunct professor.  

She has been an assistant -- we kind of like to consider this clinic our First Amendment or 

Institutional Law Clinic.  You are fighting and studying and researching interesting case law or 

issues in the country from zoning ordinances to protests.  Voting rights, municipal mask 

ordinances -- name it the local government is usually involved in some way.  You are learning 

about civil litigation.  Because unfortunately our local government gets sued all the time.  You 

have to defend them.  You are learning about deposition taking, motion filing.  You, yourself, 

many times will have to go to court and enforce code ordinances.  That gives you some 

courtroom experience to push forward. 

Also our Civil Legal Clinic.  Destiny, I will turn to you.  These are Legal Aid Clinics.  You are 

dealing one-on-one with people in crisis and need and can't afford an attorney.  In the trench 

and understanding issues of poverty, many times family law issues.  And how lawyers have such 

a place of privilege to help find resolution on those issues on the civil side.  There is such a need 

here that you are seeing the vast access to justice issues.  So I will stop and give you a little 

space, Destiny, if you want to comment a little bit. 

>>DESTINY RAWLS:  Yes.  I am in the Domestic Violence Unit.  I have a more directed focus.  But 

I do get to see a little bit here and there of the other aspects of family law.  Like yesterday I got 

to observe an intake, where with a grandparent caregiver that was pretty interesting.  I hadn't 

seen that yet.  I have been dealing with domestic violence stuff.  I had a chance to do a lot of 

research unfortunately we haven't really had too many court hearings this semester.  But I do 

get a chance to observe a couple of them coming up next month right before the semester 

ends.  So that will be interesting. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Good.  We know that domestic violence statistically, because of the 

pandemic, has gone up.  We just don't know how bad it is.  Usually they can't call because they 

are in the house with the abuser.  There are interesting ethical issues that you are getting 

exposed to.  I will keep moving.  Those are some of our clinics.  Going to segue into externships. 

Ryan, I don't know if you want to say anything here how unique our experiences are? 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Thank you.  That word unique stands out.  Nationally our externships are 

unique both in over sight and in location.  One of the amazing things about the structure of our 

externships is each course is over seen by a professor on campus that is the substantive matter 

expert in that particular area.  You see the photographs of the externship professors.  These are 

business law professors, our Constitutional law, environmental law, intellectual property -- all 

over seeing externships in their given field.  When you participate in one of their externships, 

you have a subject matter expert guide on the side.  Someone to whom you can refer 



questions, pose legal issues and really think through the substance of the law that you are 

practicing.  It presents a unique opportunity nationally for our students to take advantage of 

the wealth of skill and experience amongst our faculty on campus.  The other area that makes 

the externships unique is the particular geography of the Tampa Bay region.  At the beginning 

of the presentation Professor Cerniglia welcomed you to our campus, that is beautiful and 

wonderful.  It is also uniquely located.  We are in the vicinity or the geographic region of several 

state circuit courts, state appellate courts, federal district courts both the civil and criminal 

arena and the bankruptcy arena.  We are within easy driving distance to multiple municipalities.  

Sarasota, St. Pete, Clearwater, Tampa and Lakeland and Orlando are not uncommon access 

points for many of our students:  It provides a wealth of opportunities across the externships. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I want to say this too.  Once you graduate and get out of law school, 

unless you are doing a post graduate law clerk position those judicial doors shut.  You are not 

allowed back in the chambers.  But if you are doing an externship you are with a judge and 

learning how they rule one way versus the other.  How she is taking in, understanding the facts 

of the case, and weighing it.  Those are really unique powerful experiences to start your career.  

And we have an extraordinary number of judicial placements.  I always encourage students 

start with a judicial placement first.  It is first great for your resume and important for learning 

foundation.   

I want to keep moving.  Time is pressing the other externships that we have again because of 

our geographic location are fierce.  In-house council externship, and IP.  A lot of that due to the 

fact that we have long standing relationships with Fortune 500 Companies or smaller 

companies.  We notice there is serious innovation happening right here in both sides of the bay.  

We all consider one collective area.  But provides us a lot of opportunities for students to 

immerse themselves into the field of business through an academic course.  So that tends to be 

one of our most competitive placements.  A lot of students apply and say apply again if you 

don't get it this semester.  Do it again.  We usually get them in somehow.  Again it is one of 

those moments that this geographic location allows you just more opportunity.  And there's no 

other way to say that.  We are proud of that. 

We also have a long standing kind of history with our elder law center.  That's known 

internationally.  Really thinking about -- we do have somewhat soft an older population here in 

Florida.  A lot of people come down here and retire.  There are different unique issues that we 

need to think about especially during the pandemic.  So Professor Morgan and Flowers have 

been working on elder law issues for many, many years.  And really the legal intersection of 

how to advocate on behalf of elderly clients and thinking about end of life documents and 

placements with our probate magistrates and understanding elder law issues we think is 

important for everybody really.  So there's always a great way to get involved there through the 

externship. 

Again look we could tell you this, right?  And we could probably talk all day about this.  But 

hearing from the students is really an important part of the process.  So I don't know if we have 



time to read these quotes to you or really if we should take a moment to answer questions.  

But I know that we share the PowerPoint with you and so make sure that you browse through 

these quotes.  Ryan, do you have anything you want to add here? 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  No.  I was going to say the best thing is hearing directly from the students.  

And we hope you take advantage of that opportunity.  Because we are excited to see you in the 

fall. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Totally.  Don't hesitate to reach out to us as well.  We do answer 

questions for perspective students.  Our door is is equally open to you as it is to our students on 

campus.  Feel free to each out.  And this is where we can't wait to see you (LAUGHING).  We 

want to say this.  In the hallways.  We are very excited about coming back.  Now do a Q&A. 

>>DEAN KARLA DAVIS-JAMISON:  Yes.  Before we jump in, I think Matt is going to need to leave 

us in about a minute.  And Destiny will be needing to move to class too.  So just wanted to let 

you all know that we were aware of you signing off.  And we are going to shift now to questions 

if you have not posted your question in the questions feature, take a moment now to do so.  

Darren Kettles is going to moderate the questions.  So Darren, are you ready to get started? 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  I am.  I have been taking it all in. 

>>DEAN KARLA DAVIS-JAMISON:  I know it's been a lot.  I learned so much.  I thought I knew a 

lot about clinical education.  But I have taken a lot of notes and learned more today as well.  

One last note, before I switch over to Darren, we are recording the session.  So if you missed 

anything, we will be sending you a link later.  So you can re-watch or go back and find the 

information that you are looking for.  And as Professor C mentioned, the presentation link is 

there so you can go through that and revisit any section that you missed.   

Go ahead, Darren.  We are going to take some questions.  We are actually four minutes away 

from 1:00 o'clock.  And this webinar was scheduled to end at 1:00.  We are going to take 10 or 

15 minutes to go ahead and take some questions if you have them.  And hope that you will bear 

with us on the timing, Darren? 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  Thank you, Dean Davis.  Thank you, Professor Cerniglia and Ryan.  I have 

had the pleasure of working with both of you for a number of years now.  It is a great way to 

hand off our students when they are considering Stetson to realize the opportunities.  I think 

Professor Cerniglia highlighted the fact that Stetson was the first law school in Florida to begin 

clinical education back in the 1960s and highlighted the prominence of the Public Defender 

Clinic too.  And I have talked to so many students over the years, and I am sure the two on this 

panel will kind of reiterate the fact that it is really been a distinguishing characteristics of our 

students to get the legal doctrine, but also get the application of the skills that they get here.  

That is that hallmark of a Stetson deal education.  You get doctrine, but also the application and 

get the opportunity to launch.   



I know there was a prominent alum that talked about the first day she left law school and on 

the first day on the job in a courtroom.  The judges talked about how the fact that they hadn't 

seen her in their courtroom.  And they wondered how long they had been practicing.  Your 

Honor, this is the first day on the job.  I would have never have known.  Anyway if you want to 

talk to that particular alum, she's remarkable and I'll be happy to connect you too.   

I know Ryan, during the presentation, keep the questions coming too -- you talked about the 

website and going to the clinical and experiential part of the website.  That is a relatively new 

website.  It is outstanding.  If you want to go on the website, it is laid out so incredibly well.  

And it can walk you through things and they have little videos associated with them too.  You 

can listen, so I know you have some teasers today.  But I want to encourage you to go ahead 

and do that.  And just get an idea.  Because I do think that a lot of people -- which would get to 

my first question -- what do people do?  I know I would probably with a little bit intimidated.  I 

don't know what I am interested in doing.  What do you do for students that come in with lots 

of interests?  How do you start that process for a student when they are relatively new on 

campus, when the earliest they can come and see you in a reasonable timeline and what do you 

do with students that actually don't know what they may want to try?  I imagine that having 

good experiences and not so good experience s are really helpful not that they wouldn't be not 

so good in the experience in that -- that's not a trap they might want to go.  Professor Cerniglia, 

do you want to talk about that for a second? 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Good questions.  Essentially the first semester we want you to focus 

on the academic courses.  We don't want to talk to you -- of course we want to talk to you.  But 

it takes awhile to get accustomed to the reading and everything else.  The first semester focus 

on that.  The second semester we start reaching out and doing programming that really 

targeted for 1Ls to explain.  To just plain here is what is going to happen.  Open up an 

application process, book an appointment with us.  When I have students that come in and that 

don't know what they want to do, I usually ask three questions.  Those are around A, is there a 

particular population that you want to serve?  Are you passionate about a serving veterans or 

maybe getting involved with domestic violence victims?  And so if you see yourself in line with a 

particular population, that helps us narrow to a placement.  Is there a particular area of law 

that you are really excited about ordinary person kind of passionate or interested in?  If I can 

narrow into those two, that's usually helpful.  The third question -- and sometimes a fourth -- is:  

Why did you come to law school?  If there's a reason you know that you came to law school, we 

want to plug back into that reason.  Because many times for a lifelong sustainable happy career 

we know that passion point matters.  We don't want to rub that out.  We want to foster it.  

That makes for attorneys to have a worthwhile career.  We want to figure out ways to explore 

it.   

The other part is:  It is okay not to know.  If you don't know what you want to do, that is totally 

fine.  That is what externships and clinics are about.  You start trying topcoats and that one 

doesn't fit.  Then only spent three or four months saying that one is not for me rather than two 



or three years post graduation.  Exploration is very much a part of the curriculum.  I'll stop 

there. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  That is a great answer too.  I put in that position.  I have no idea.  What 

would I do?  So what insights can you provide into the ADA reasonable accommodation 

considerations related to clinics and externships. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I saw that question and I love it.  I love this question.  We just 

literally have a visiting professor who is an expert on disability law and had her come to the 

externship class so everybody can learn.  I think everybody needs to study the ADA.  That the 

first thing.  Every lawyer needs to know the specifics.  We have an incredible ADA office on 

campus.  Katherine Pelham is amazing.  She really works individually with the student and 

reaches out to the professor depending on how the student wants to navigate the situation we 

take great pride in trying to structure the experiences to whatever makes sense to whatever 

accommodation is needed.  All of the offices are in compliance with the ADA.  We work with 

the professors.  I have to tell you everybody is really great.  Everybody really understands the 

dynamics of learning.  And and understanding the student's needs and how to approach 

student's needs from scheduling to accommodations to whatever.  Whatever -- we want to 

make sure that the students are engaged in the experience and that we are intellectually 

stimulating them in a way that makes sense for them.  Yeah.  Those are really specific questions 

that I would like to work with the student individually on many their comfort level and space. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  Excellent.  Gives you any idea, there is a level of care and interest in your 

well being when you come to Stetson.  That is why many people choose Stetson.  They think 

they can be happy here and do the best work and people will care about them.  We all need 

that.  This is obviously a huge under taking and you need to be in the right culture and 

community to foster all of that.  Did you want to say something, Ryan?  Please, I didn't mean to 

ignore you. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  That's all right.  I mentioned a the beginning:  Although I am not an alum, my 

wife is.  Ironically, Darren, you were the first person -- 

>>:  I know her well. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  -- building on the individual care and compassion that Stetson has.  We met 

with you in 2011, 2012.  Went around the campus.  We found out shortly after that we were 

pregnant.  My wife said:  Can I defer for a year?  You worked on that.  She was graduating and 

we found out she was pregnant again.  We don't have great timing with that, right?  But she's 

prepping for the bar.  Katherine Pelham works with her to create a individualized bar prep plan 

that worked with her pregnancy parameters.  Studying and passing the bar successfully.  Our 

department will work the same with you.  It is an individualized approach through to match 

your needs with your interests with our community partners.  I think we talked a lot about what 

makes Stetson unique.  More than anything, it is that we care about you as an individual and 

will work to work with you. 



>>DARREN KETTLES:  Thank you for that.  Yes.  I know I remember working with Erin and I 

remember your visit.  She was an outstanding student on Law Review and a top student here at 

Stetson.  So if you want to connected with Ryan and that and have that conversation for sure.  

Jill asked a question.  Did I understand correctly that the externship or clinics can be 

coordinated in another area of Florida, where I plan to reside and work at graduation? 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Great question.  I have a lot of students outside of Florida law.  Let's 

be specific here.  Even though we have a great geographic location, many of you might want to 

go back to Jacksonville.  I have one student -- I love this story -- I have one student who knew 

she was going back to New York.  We utilized the summer and she also knew she want today 

study immigration.  Or practice immigration.  She found an externship with the Bronx Public 

Defender's office in the Immigration Unit.  That is a cool place to practice immigration law.  

There are cutting edge issues happen out of that office.  We had to get it cleared with the the 

supervisor and get it clear we are in compliance.  We were able to secure a placement there.  

She utilized that summer.  She did such an out standing job they made a job offer.  She will be 

practicing that.  A proud moment for us but really the student was the one who did all of the 

work.  We are always again goes back to the individual philosophy, if you know where you are 

going to go after, we can help foster connections there our Stetson alums are everywhere.  

That helps too. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  Looks like from Montana too.  I guess you will have to kind of pull in 

resources out there. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I have contacts in Montana. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  Look at this.  Who knew?  Right?  But we do.  It is true we have alums in 

every state.  Over 11,000 of them as Florida's first law school.  Wane asked a question:  How 

competitive are the judicial externships, and how many students a year are able to do one? 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  That is a good question.  We never now how many judges are going 

to participate.  Many times we have more judicial placements that go unfilled than we have 

students who want to participate.  That always mesmerizes me.  Why do we not have a student 

to fill the second DC placement?  Because we have so many opportunities on campus.  I will say 

the judicial placements are an opportunity where many students have access points into from 

state to appellate.  We equally have one at the Florida Supreme Court in Tallahassee.  That is an 

exciting moment.  That means you are a semester away.  That is p sometimes difficult to plan 

and navigate.  Off the top of my head with the Matt Ryan is probably better.  How many 

students -- I don't know if you can do this or need the spreadsheet, how many students we 

place in judicial.  But remember we have several different. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  Absolutely.  Each fall and spring semester we usually see anywhere from 10 to 

18 federal judicial placements and around 10 to 12 on the state side as well.  Professor, you 

noted there is maybe capacity for more on the state side.  You see slightly reduced numbers 



over the summer.  If we are adding that up, probably 75 judicial placements each academic 

year between federal and state. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I love hearing that number. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  That is an impressive number.  To take advantage of this.  I revisit this 

section of the website.  Talk about the confidence that students get and how it feels coming out 

-- kind of maybe a challenging 1L year and building on things and I know Matt even talked 

about that too.  So that imposter syndrome.  Am I going to be able to do this?  Rise to the level 

that the expectations might be there too?  But you are Stetson students.  We are going to 

prepare you ahead.  I am sure this department is going to handle expectations for you too.  And 

things to think about.  Always connect you with students that have done it in the past. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  This is one of my favorite moments.  Every semester I see it multiple 

times.  I have students who are fearful, not as confident.  Then get into the experience and 

they'll see another attorney performing -- I hate to say this -- I think I could do a better job than 

that right?  Let's reflect on that.  How would you do a better job?  What would you do?  When 

they start thinking about it and start doing it, that confidence goes straight up.  That is what 

experiential education is all about, challenging yourself to rethink how you would do it 

differently.  Those are great moments. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  No kidding.  I know I have heard over the years that when people went to 

law school back in the day, they got theory and graduate and have no idea what to do when 

they get out.  This is such a great opportunity.  I know you hinted on it too about students who 

secured jobs through the internships and clinical opportunities.  I don't know if that's the norm 

or not, but I cant imagine it wouldn't be.  On the job pre-training stuff. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  We don't want the students to foe dus camera on end of job 

placement.  That is not our role.  That is career development's role.  If you get a job great.  But 

you are here to learn.  And all of those skills are transferable.  We read a lot of literature on 

this.  It is a known fact if you do a clinic or externship you are more hirable.  Employers look to 

you because you have the skills and experience that other students may not have doing other 

opportunities.  We know that it is an important aspect that employers think about.  But we 

want the student to foe focus on the academic component of learning not the end of the job 

placement.  We feel like it will split their focus and be worried about the end of the job 

placement they are not thinking about being many the present and learning, although the 

numbers do look good.  I won't press Ryan on that.  It is good right?  Our employment numbers 

are phenomenal. 

>>RYAN HOYLE:  They are. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  Thank you for clarifying that.  I don't know if everyone thinks about that.  

If it is important that you emphasize the learning component too.  I have one more question:  



What are the requirements to become a Florida legal intern and is there an application 

process? 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  Yeah.  Absolutely.  This gets -- these are some of the hurdles that are 

put in place specifically because the Florida Law Supreme Court A, wants to make sure that 

your character and fitness has been reviewed before you are going to be a licensed student 

practitioner.  It takes awhile for the Florida bar to review your background.  Theres a formal 

application that you have to do.  We prompt student to do it right right after their first 

semester of the 1L year.  You will hear from the bar office as well as us saying get your 

application in if you are thinking about a clinic in your future.  Over that winter break we 

prompt students to apply.  Sometimes we heard it takes as long as 10 months to get that clear 

and get the letter back.  Part of the application is asking you questions about questions if you 

were going to apply for the bar.  You are essentially applying for the bar and the portion of the 

bar relevant to character and fitness.  Want to make sure that you are in good standing in order 

to practice:  Our profession takes ethics and seriously so even as a student practitioner, which 

they have the same scope and lens on that ethical component.  Once you get your clearance 

letter, that doesn't mean that you get to go.  You have to be enrolled in our clinics.  You have to 

apply for a clinic.  You tell us what your first choice is as long as you have the prerequisites and 

that -- re-review all of the applications to make sure and when you are accepted we enroll you 

in the class.  I don't want to take a deep dive into the administrative application part.  It is 

complicated, but we walk you through through it. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  That is most of the questions.  I want to bring you back to our website and 

the clinical page too.  Looks like the upcoming events Scroll all the way down to the bottom -- 

talked about the snack and share.  But another one, the virtual open house at the end of the 

month with Experiential Education.  I assume that's open to our admitting students. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I will tell you these are organic moments.  We are noticing in the 

pandemic we need more unstructured connection time.  We don't have any agenda set.  No 

webinar.  It is really just a moment to connect.  And tell us what is going on, what questions you 

have, talk to each other.  And so all of these moments that we have structured are really 

unstructured (LAUGHING) to be quite honest.  Just to build space and community in the virtual 

pace.  That has proven to be pretty good.  Not great, (LAUGHING) but good.  Right?  The best 

we can do. 

>>DARREN KETTLES:  Any time we have a chance for some dialogue with any of our students, 

just the applicants have been out standing this year.  We have had a great event.  Thank you 

both.  I always learn something too, but I always enjoy your company and energy.  Just 

hopefully the students get to see the level of engagement and how excited you are for them 

and their lives and the opportunities that we have created here at Stetson in our 121-year 

history.   



Dean Davis is here, so I guess that maybe means that we are wrapping up.  I would think so.  

But thank you both for the wonderful panel.  Destiny and Matt are terrific.  Outstanding 

students. 

>>PROFESSOR CERNIGLIA:  I have to run.  I have to teach class.  This is excellent.  Thanks for 

opening the invite.  I appreciate it. 

>>DEAN KARLA DAVIS-JAMISON:  We are going to close now the.  Thank you so much, Professor 

C, and thank you, Ryan.  I am remiss that I didn't thank out loud Matt and Destiny.  But thank 

you, Matt and Destiny.   

We will also remind you at this time we recorded the session.  We'll provide a link to you later.  

If you have any questions that come up later about clinics and externships that you would like 

us to coordinate for you, please just reach out to lawadmit@law.stetson.edu.  I'd be happy to 

connect you to Professor C and Ryan.   

As Darren mentioned, we are excited to offer our next open house event on Tuesday, April 6th.  

This event will feature a panel discussion with Stetson alumni.  This is a great opportunity to 

learn more about Stetson are are where he cent alums.  We hope you will join us for that event.  

At this time say thank you for joining us today and enjoy the rest of your day and stay safe.  

Take care.  Bye-bye. 

[END] 


